Abstract-Thermal and state-of-charge (SOC) imbalance is a well-known issue that causes nonuniform aging in batteries. The modular battery based on cascaded converters is a potential solution to this problem. This paper presents bipolar control (BPC) of a modular battery and compares it with previously proposed unipolar control (UPC) mode in terms of thermal/SOC balancing performance and energy efficiency. The BPC needs four-quadrant operation of a full-bridge (FB) converter using bipolar pulsewidth modulation (PWM) inside each module, whereas UPC only needs a half-bridge (HB) converter with unipolar PWM. The BPC, unlike UPC, enables charging of some cells while discharging others. An averaged state-space electrothermal battery model is derived for a convex formulation of the balancing control problem. The control problem is formulated on a constrained linear quadratic (LQ) form and solved in a model predictive control (MPC) framework using one-step-ahead prediction. The simulation results show that BPC, without even requiring load current variations, gives better balancing performance than UPC but at the cost of reduced efficiency. The UPC requires at least current direction reversal for acceptable balancing performance. In short, the UPC is a more cost-and energy-efficient solution for electric vehicle (EV) and plug-in hybrid EV applications, whereas the BPC can be beneficial in applications involving load cycles with high current pulses of long duration.
tery system in xEVs consists of a long string of series connected modules along with a dc/dc converter for dc-link voltage regulation, as shown in Fig. 1 . Due to the fixed series connection, the same current passes through all the modules. This is a so-called uniform duty operation (UDO) of cells. If modules have nonuniform state-of-health (parametric variations), then they may suffer from unequal stress and energy drain under UDO, which can cripple the whole battery pack. The health and aging rate of each Li-ion cell in a battery pack is greatly affected by various factors such as state-of-charge (SOC) level, depth-of-discharge (DOD), temperature, c-rate, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] . In short, the cells in the string being stored/cycled at higher SOC/DOD and temperature age faster than those at lower SOC/DOD and temperature. Therefore, thermal, SOC, and DOD imbalances in a battery pack may cause nonuniform aging of cells. Another serious issue is that the cell imbalance and nonuniform aging are tightly coupled, which may lead to a vicious cycle resulting in the premature end of battery life. In addition to nonuniform aging, the SOC imbalance also has a detrimental impact on the total usable capacity of the battery [5] , [6] . It is also worth mentioning that thermal, SOC, and DOD imbalance is inevitable in battery packs of xEVs due to variations in cell parameters and operating conditions (see [7] and [8] ). Thus, thermal and SOC balancing is quite critical for optimal performance of automotive batteries.
The SOC balancing can be achieved using various types of passive or active SOC balancers (see [9] [10] [11] ), whereas thermal balancing can potentially be achieved using reciprocating air flow as proposed in [8] , but not under parametric variations, as shown in [12] . The notion of simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing using a single active balancing device was introduced 0018-9545 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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in [12] [13] [14] . A similar kind of conceptual study has also been carried out in [15] . Thermal and SOC balancing are two tightly coupled and somewhat conflicting objectives, but it is possible to achieve both simultaneously in an average sense [6] . For this, load variations and surplus voltage in the battery pack are required. Moreover, a special balancing device that enables the nonuniform load scheduling of cells is needed.
The modular battery system based on cascaded converters is a potential candidate for simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing purpose [12] [13] [14] , [16] , [17] . The modular battery consists of n cascaded power units (PUs), each containing a smaller battery module and a dc/dc converter, which enables bidirectional power flow from each module. There are various dc/dc converter topologies such as full bridge (FB) and half-bridge (HB) that can be employed inside PUs. The modular battery is reconfigurable to generate a range of terminal voltages. It provides a large redundancy in the voltage synthesis, which gives extra degrees of freedom in control. The concept of modular battery is also studied recently for xEVs [18] [19] [20] [21] and for smart grid energy storage applications [22] , but only SOC balancing and voltage control problems are addressed at most. The modular battery proposed in our earlier studies [16] , [17] targets multiple control objectives including thermal balancing, SOC balancing, and dc-link voltage regulation. This requires a more advanced control algorithm to decide power flow from each module.
The electrothermal control problem of the modular battery can be solved using a one-step model predictive control (MPC) scheme, which requires information only about current battery power demand [16] , [17] . The problem is formulated on a standard linear quadratic (LQ) form based on the decomposition of controller into two orthogonal components, one for voltage control and the other for balancing control. The voltage controller strictly satisfies the load voltage demand, distributing the demanded power almost equally among all modules. Therefore, the balancing controller corrects the power distribution by optimally exploiting the available redundancy in the modular battery to achieve thermal and SOC balancing without disturbing the voltage. However, in [16] and [17] , only unipolar control (UPC) of modular battery was studied. The UPC mode only needs an HB converter with single unipolar pulsewidth modulation (PWM) in each module, but it does not allow polarity inversion of battery cells. Therefore, there is no possibility to charge some cells while discharging others. Due to this, the simultaneous balancing of temperature and SOC may become a daunting task for one-step MPC under aggressive drive cycles, such as US06, and constant high speed driving [16] . This is mainly due to their aggressive nature (high c-rate) and lower level of variations in load current magnitude and direction compared with stop-and-go urban-type driving.
In this paper, the bipolar control (BPC) of a modular battery for simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing is presented. The BPC mode needs four-quadrant operation of an FB converter using three-level bipolar PWM (generated using two unipolar PWMs). This allows polarity inversion (so-called negative actuation) of cells in the string, which enables charging of some cells while discharging others. Therefore, some extra freedom is achieved to control SOC and temperature of each module.
The main purpose of this paper is to thoroughly investigate the pros and cons of both UPC and BPC modes in terms of their balancing performance, as well as energy efficiency (first contribution). For this purpose, a unified MPC method is devised in which UPC becomes a special case of BPC mode (second contribution). The method is tailored using a similar controller structure as proposed in [16] , but it is based on a new average modeling approach, which is proposed in this paper to get convex optimization problem under both UPC and BPC modes (third contribution). This is an important contribution because the averaging approach used in [12] [13] [14] , [16] , and [17] would lead to a nonconvex problem under BPC mode, which is hard to solve.
The comparative analysis is done in a simulation study for US06 and constant 80-mi/h motorway driving cycles. The study is focused on an air-cooled modular battery consisting of only four series-connected modules for illustration purpose. In order to analyze the effectiveness of the control modes, the cells are assumed to have significant differences in their resistances, capacities, and initial SOCs. The load on the modular battery is assumed three-phase electric drive of Toyota Prius plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) running in pure EV mode.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the notation used in this paper. Section III gives an overview of two modular battery configurations along with UPC and BPC modes. The new averaging approach and electro-thermal model of battery are presented in Sections IV and V. The control problem formulation is presented in Section VI. The simulation setup is presented in Section VII, and the performance comparison between UPC and BPC is given in Section VIII. Finally, Section IX concludes this paper.
II. NOTATION
Throughout this paper, R (R + ), R n (R n + ), and R n×m are used to denote the set of (nonnegative) real numbers, set of real vectors with n (nonnegative) elements, and set of real matrices with order n × m, respectively. Unless otherwise noted, calligraphic letters are used to denote subsets of real vector spaces. The identity matrix of order n × n, column n-vector of ones, column n-vector of zeros are denoted by I n , 1 n , and 0 n , respectively. The Euclidean norm and absolute value of variables are denoted by · and | · |, respectively, whereas x 2 Q is used to denote x T Qx. The mean and standard deviation of a sequence of variable x are denoted by m x and σ x , respectively. For the sake of saving space, MATLAB's notation "diag" and "blkdiag" is occasionally used to denote diagonal and blockdiagonal matrices, respectively.
III. MODULAR BATTERY

A. Introduction
The modular battery, shown in Fig. 2 , consists of n seriesconnected PUs, each containing a dc/dc power converter with ideal switches and an isolated Cell 
where v Li is the terminal voltage of PU i . This modular structure enables independent control of power flow from each unit, making it suitable for a cell balancing purpose.
The power flow from each PU i is controlled using two control variables u 
+ , which gives the possibility of two control modes of the modular battery. Before defining these modes, three terms, i.e., positive cell actuation, negative cell actuation, and bipolar cell actuation, are specified that are used frequently in this paper. It is positive actuation of Note that the BPC mode, with two control variables per cell, improves the controllability properties of the modular battery system, which may make it easier to achieve the control objectives. However, it may require larger surplus voltage in the modular battery compared with that for UPC and may also generate extra battery losses due to negative cell actuation. In addition, the BPC mode also poses some modeling challenges (i.e., nonconvexity may arise; see Remark 2), which need a special consideration regarding pulse placement method for PWM signal generation [see condition (1) below].
B. Power Unit Architecture
There are various dc/dc converter topologies that can be used inside PUs. Two particular architectures of PU i , based on FB and HB converters, considered in this paper are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). The FB-based PU i , consisting of four bidirectional switches, can be operated in all four quadrants of the i L − v Li plane using two unipolar switching functions s + i (t) and s − i (t). This makes it possible to voluntarily charge as well as discharge the battery module, i.e., bidirectional battery power control. The HB-based PU i , on the other hand, can be operated in only the first and second quadrants of the i L − v Li plane using s + i (t). The control in the second quadrant is only possible during regeneration or external charging phases. Note that if FB-based PU i is operated using UPC (s − i (t) = 0), then switchS i2 is turned on permanently. This implies that the switchS i2 can be replaced with a short circuit, which reduces FB-based PU i to HB-based PU i . Therefore, both topologies are equivalent under UPC mode.
C. Power Unit (or Cell) Switched Behavior
There are three (two) different operational modes/switching states of each FB-based PU i (HB-based PU i ). In Mode 1 v Li > 0, in Mode 2 v Li < 0, and in Mode 3 v Li = 0. These modes can be modeled using two unipolar switching functions s 
where T sw is the switching period of s 
Note that according to condition (1), s i = 0 is generated using only s
, by turning on the lower transistors (S i1 andS i2 ) and not the upper ones. Moreover, note that only Modes 1 and 3 are available for HB-based PU i .
The
on two ports of each PU i are linearly related through s i (t) as follows. The switched current through each Cell i for a given load current i L is given by
The switched terminal voltage of each PU i is given by
are cell terminal voltages V Bi (t), during discharging and charging, respectively, for i L > 0, where v oci and R ei denote cell OCV and resistance, respectively. Based on orthogonality condition (1), the piecewise linear function (4) is equivalently represented by
Now, the variables d 
IV. CELL AVERAGING
This paper focuses on controlling the average behavior of the switched modular battery during each switching period T sw of s i (t) under both UPC and BPC modes. For this purpose, averaging of cell variables is done here in a setting, which is applicable to both UPC and BPC. 1 Two assumptions are employed: 1) the orthogonality condition (1) is satisfied, and 2) i L (t) is constant during each cycle of a high-frequency PWM s i (t). 1 In [12] [13] [14] , the averaging was carried out assuming UPC mode.
A. Positive and Negative Controls (Duty Cycles)
Assuming the orthogonality condition (1) is satisfied, the positive and negative controls (or duty cycles) of Cell i during switching period [t − T sw , t] are defined by
where
Note that the duty cycles can only be chosen such that u
. These constraints can be represented as a polytope, i.e.,
for suitably defined constraint matrix H ui and vector h ui , where 
B. SOC and Temperature Controls
Using u 
The variables u gi and u i , respectively, control average and RMS currents in Cell i during each switching period (see Section IV-B). Since the average and RMS cell currents govern SOC and temperature dynamics, respectively [see averaged model (20a) and (20b)], u gi and u i are the so-called SOC and temperature controls. The set of admissible SOC and temperature control actions can be represented by the following electrothermal control polytope:
for suitably defined constraint matrix H ug ,i and vector h ug ,i , where
is shown in Fig. 3(b) for UPC and in Fig. 3(e) for BPC.
C. Average and RMS Currents
Using definitions (2), (7), (8) , and relation (3), average and RMS cell currents during each switching period can be computed as follows. The average current of Cell i is given by Similarly, the RMS current of Cell i is defined by
which, using (2) and orthogonality condition (1), is given by
Now, defining i
T , the set of admissible average and RMS currents can be represented by a polytope, i.e.,
for suitably defined H iBar,i and h iBar,i . The set is shown in Fig. 3 (c) and (f) for UPC and BPC, respectively.
Remark 1 (UPC and BPC Comparison based on I
ar i ): Note that there is a linear relationship (one-to-one coupling) between average and RMS cell currents under constant load for UPC mode [see line segments representing set of feasible average and RMS cell currents in Fig. 3(c) ]. For any constant load current, average and RMS currents (i Bai and i 2 Bri ) of any Cell i can be chosen only along a certain line. To change the RMS value of the cell current without affecting its average value requires change in magnitude of load current. Similarly, to change the cell average current without affecting the RMS requires reversal in direction of load current. Therefore, load current variation, both in magnitude and direction, is favorable for achieving simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing using UPC mode; otherwise, it may be a daunting task under constant high load current. For BPC mode, on the other hand, average and RMS cell currents are loosely coupled under constant loads, see triangular polytopes representing set of feasible average and RMS cell currents in Fig. 3(f) . This larger set gives a possibility of somewhat independent adjustment of i Bai and i Bri , which is favorable for simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing. Therefore, variation in magnitude and direction of load current is not strictly needed for BPC.
From this simple reasoning, it can be readily seen that BPC would result in tighter balancing subject to negative cell actuation (u − i (t) > 0), which is feasible if the voltage demand v Ld (t) is sufficiently lower than the maximum voltage capacity v L,max (t) [see (24) for definition] of the modular battery. This may require redundant modules in the battery pack.
D. Average Voltage
Using (6), the average terminal voltage of PU i is given by
The terminal voltage of the modular battery is thus given by
are vectors of terminal voltages of n cells during discharging and charging, respectively, for i L > 0.
E. Average Power
The total terminal power of the modular battery is given by
where Remark 2: The use of two switching functions and orthogonality condition (1) has greatly simplified the derivation of averaged quantities (affine functions of duty cycles) for BPC here compared with the approach in [12] that leads to nonconvex terms such as the product of variables (u
V. AVERAGED STATE-SPACE ELECTROTHERMAL MODEL
The averaged state-space electrothermal model of an aircooled modular battery consisting of n modules with ideal switches is presented on standard form here using averaged variables i Bai and i 2 Bri [see (13) and (14)] as inputs for SOC and thermal dynamics, respectively. The cell electrical dynamics is studied using a simple cell model (OCV-R) (see [23] ). The OCV of all cells is assumed constant in this paper. This approximation is somewhat justified for certain types of lithium-ion cells [e.g., LiFePO 4 /graphite (LFP)] if battery is operated in a typical SOC window of 20% to 90% [5] . The battery thermal dynamics is modeled using lumped capacitance and flow network modeling approach, which has been experimentally validated in [8] , as well as in [24] [25] [26] . The model considers only cell casing temperature with constant coolant temperature and speed at inlet.
A. Model of One Module
The averaged electrothermal model of any module PU i of the modular battery for a given load current i L (t) is given bẏ (5) . The cell parameters R ei , C ei , and C si are the internal resistance, the coulomb capacity, and the heat capacity of Cell i . The coefficient a tij describes unidirectional thermal coupling from upstream Cell j to downstream Cell i due to convective heat transfer, whereas the coefficient w ti = − i j=1 a tij describes the influence of T f 0 on Cell i (see [12] , [16] , and [17] for detailed derivation and definition of these coefficients).
B. Complete Model
Using (20a)-(20c) as basic building block and treating T f 0 as a dummy state, the averaged electrothermal model of a complete n-cell modular battery is given by the following standard linear time-varying state-space system:
Here,
is the output vector, and
is the battery terminal voltage. All the state-space matrices (A, B, C, D, D v ) are defined in the Appendix. The discretetime state-space model is given by
where A d and B d (k) are obtained using Euler approximation of (21a) assuming i L to be constant during each sampling interval [kh, (k + 1)h] with h being a sampling step size.
C. Voltage Capacity/Limit
The modular battery voltage is limited to an interval
are so-called minimum and maximum voltage capacities of the modular battery at any time instant for any i L (k) > 0.
D. Control Constraint/Limit
The constraint set for the n-cell modular battery is given by
for suitably defined H u and h u , where U i is the control constraint set for Cell i , as defined in (9).
VI. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Preliminaries
Let us define SOC and temperature error vectors as follows:
are instantaneous mean SOC and mean temperature of the modular battery and can be considered reference signals here. The matrix
maps each state vector to its corresponding error vector. The control objective is to minimize these errors (simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing) and reduce mean battery temperature while regulating the battery terminal voltage at the demand setpoint (i.e., v La = v Ld ) using u ∈ U.
B. Control Method: Overview
If complete future load demand is available, then full optimal control trajectory can be generated to achieve the control objectives by solving offline a state-and control-constrained convex optimization problem over whole driving horizon [12] [13] [14] . However, this assumption is quite unrealistic particularly in xEVs. Therefore, a one-step LQ MPC-based method for UPC mode is proposed in [16] and [17] to solve the problem without using any future driving information. The proposed method prioritizes the load voltage regulation, whereas thermal and SOC balancing are achieved as secondary objectives by optimally using any redundancy available in the modular battery. The control strategy is based on the decomposition of total controller into two orthogonal components as follows:
⊥ is its orthogonal complement. The time-varying null space of D v (k) is a hyperplane in R m given by
where m is the number of control variables, and R(V n ) is the range space of null-space basis matrix, i.e.,
containing parameterized basis vectors v n,i ∈ R m where the subscript n stands for null space. The proposed orthogonal decomposition guarantees the voltage constraint satisfaction while giving the possibility of simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing. The voltage control problem is a minimum norm problem, whereas the balancing problem is formulated as a control-constrained LQ MPC problem.
In this paper, a similar control structure as summarized above is employed, but it is tailored towards the BPC mode. A particular choice of V n with m = 2n, which is obtained using MATLAB Symbolic Toolbox, is given by
and D + v (2 : n) (indexed using Matlab notation) is a row vector with last n − 1 elements of D + v . The formulation of voltage and balancing control problems for BPC mode is given in the following, and UPC is treated as a special case of BPC.
C. Voltage Controller: Minimum Norm Problem
The control u v at each time instant can be computed by directly solving the output equation (22) 
⊥ is given by the following least norm problem (k) . Problem (P-I) has an analytical solution as motivated in the following. The equality constraint in (P-I) can be represented by
where D to minimize the norm 2 of u v . Therefore, the optimization problem (P-I) is equivalent to
which is simpler than problem (P-I) and has an analytical solution given by [16] 
is a right pseudoinverse of D + v . The complete solution is given by
The given solution
See [16] for the proof of this claim. Note that u v is a feedforward control, which is computed based on the load demand v Ld and i L at each time instant.
D. Balancing Controller: Constrained LQ MPC
The balancing objectives can be achieved by appropriately
, is a time-varying set of feasible balancing controls. The balancing control can be represented by the linear combination of the basis vectors of null space as follows:
where V n is given by (31) , and ρ b ∈ R 2n−1 are coefficients of null-space basis vectors. These coefficients are computed by solving a constrained LQ problem in a receding horizon fashion. The problem formulation is given as follows.
1) Balancing Control Constraint Polytope:
From (25), (29), and (30), the balancing control polytope is defined as follows:
which is a so-called truncated null space, where
are time-varying inequality constraint matrices. In simple words, choosing u b ∈ U b guarantees u ∈ U at each time instant without violating voltage constraint.
2) Balancing Objective Function:
The standard one-step quadratic function given by
with state penalty weighting matrix
encodes balancing objectives by adding cost for increase in balancing errors and mean battery temperature. The matrix is used to reduce subsequent extra losses due to negative cell actuation.
3) Constrained LQ MPC Standard Form: Now, using (40), the balancing control problem can be easily formulated on the following standard control-constrained LQ form, which is solved to find the balancing control decision u b (k) at each time step k ∈ {0, . . . , N d − 1} in the one-step MPC framework 
The voltage control u v (k) needed for solving the problem (P-IV) is already computed, whereas the load current demand i L (k) is assumed perfectly known at each time step. The proposed control method is summarized as Algorithm 1 where the UPC mode becomes a special case of BPC by presetting u − = 0. The block diagram of the complete battery control system is shown in Fig. 4 .
Algorithm 1 For Control of Modular Battery
Data: Battery state x(k) and load demand
Apply u(k) to the modular battery system end for
Remark 3:
The cell resistance varies slightly as a function of temperature in normal operating range [25, 40] • C. In addition, it is also likely to have model mismatch (parametric uncertainty). However, it is shown in our earlier study [16] for UPC mode that the small resistance variation and parametric uncertainty have no significant effect on control performance. Therefore, cell resistance is assumed constant for control design in this paper as well. The resistance variation over a large temperature range can be compensated using gain scheduling at a much slower rate.
VII. SIMULATION SETUP
A. Battery Configuration and Load Profile
The modular battery control system of Fig. 4 has been simulated for four modules, each containing one cell (3.3 V, 2.3 Ah, A123 ANR26650M1A). The nominal values of cell's electrothermal parameters, shown in Table I , have been taken from [24] [25] [26] . The actual cells are assumed to have capacity, SOC, and resistance distribution as shown in Fig. 5 . In this parametric distribution, cells 3 and 4 have higher resistance as well as higher initial dischargeable capacity than the other cells. This implies conflicting cell usage requirements for SOC and thermal balancing during discharging, which makes the control task more challenging. Therefore, it is interesting to evaluate the balancing performance under this parametric variation for various real world and certification drive cycles. In particular, results are presented for US06 drive cycle, which is representative of high-speed highway driving (aggressive driving behavior) and is challenging for achieving simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing [16] . In addition, constant high-speed motorway driving is also considered for thorough evaluation of balancing performance under most unfavorable condition, i.e., little load current variation during driving. For thorough performance evaluation, two trips of each drive cycle are considered, where each trip is followed by battery charging at 4 c. The demanded battery load current i L (in c-rate) and its histogram for both drive cycles are shown in Fig. 6 . The current data were obtained at 1 Hz by simulation of Toyota Prius PHEV in full EV mode in Advisor [27] . The demanded battery load voltage v Ld is assumed as a constant dc-link voltage of a three-phase twolevel inverter. It is chosen as 9.25 V to satisfy condition (36), at each time instant of both drive cycles, for the four-cell modular battery considered here.
B. Variable Definitions for Performance Comparison
Some new variables are introduced to compare battery performance under UDO, UPC, and BPC modes in Section VIII. To illustrate the balancing performance, variables e ξ (k) ∞ and e T s (k) ∞ [see (26) and (27) for definitions of e ξ and e T s ] are used, which give the maximum SOC and temperature deviations (balancing errors) in the battery at any time instant. The comparison is also done in terms of effective battery capacity given by [5] , [28] 
for a battery pack with a lossless active balancing device as in UPC and BPC modes, whereas
for a battery pack with cell imbalances as in UDO where C ed,i = ξ i C ei and C ec,i = (1 − ξ i )C ei are dischargeable and chargeable cell capacities. In addition to balancing performance, it is also important to compare battery losses. For this purpose, so-called local and mean efficiencies of battery pack are defined as follows: 
C. Solution Method and Control Tuning
The simulation study of the battery control system is based on analytical solution (35) of problem (P-I) and numerical solution of problem (P-IV). To solve problem (P-IV), CVX has been used, which is a MATLAB-based package for specifying and solving convex programs using disciplined convex programming rule set, see [29] and [30] . The system has been discretized using Euler approximation with sampling interval h = 1 s and the coolant inlet temperature T f 0 = 25
• C. The controller (one-step MPC) has been tuned first using Bryson's rule [31, pg. 537] and then using an iterative trial-anderror method to achieve satisfactory balancing performance ( e ξ ∞ ≤ 2.5%, e T s ∞ ≤ 1
• C) within reasonable time for various drive cycles.
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Performance Comparison: US06 Driving
The balancing performance of UPC and BPC modes of the modular battery has been thoroughly evaluated and compared in simulations. The simulation results for two driving trips of US06 are shown in Fig. 7 . The plots are arranged in a 5 × 3 matrix of subfigures where columns 2 and 3 correspond to UPC and BPC, respectively, and each row corresponds to one of five battery performance variables:
, and E Bl,tot . The performance under UDO (conventional battery operation, see Fig. 1 ) is shown in column 1 for reference purpose. These plots clearly show that both UPC and BPC significantly reduce SOC deviation among cells relative to the initial condition. Initially, the SOC deviation monotonically decreases almost all the time under both control modes as shown in Fig. 7 (k) and (l). After decay of initial SOC imbalance, both control modes are able to keep tight equalization of SOCs during both charging and discharging. The temperature deviation under two control modes is significantly lower than that under UDO during whole driving, despite significant deviation among cell resistances and intensive loading. After decay of initial SOC imbalance, the temperature imbalance remains within 1
• C. This balancing performance is accomplished while simultaneously achieving exact voltage regulation (v La = v Ld ), as shown in the first row of the figure.
The performance statistics are summarized in Table III . The peak cell temperature T s,peak and mean of highest cell temperature m T s,high under BPC are considerably less than that under UDO. Therefore, the BPC-based modular battery may have longer lifetime than the conventional battery in which unequal cells are equally loaded. The BPC also outperforms UPC in terms of the balancing speed by significant margin. However, it is only marginally better than UPC in terms of mean and standard deviation of balancing errors. In addition, the improvement in the balancing speed and performance variance comes at the cost of some extra energy losses, slightly reduced efficiency (0.22% less), and a small increase in battery temperature compared to UPC. Since capacity fading is exponential in cell temperature [2] , even a small temperature increase over the long term under BPC may affect the battery lifetime. Moreover, the BPC-based modular battery requires two extra switches inside each module. Therefore, the UPC-based modular battery is a more cost-and energy-efficient solution without any significant compromise on balancing performance for US06 type driving.
B. Control Behavior
The total control actuations under UPC and BPC are shown in Fig. 8 . The plots are arranged in a 2 × 2 matrix of subfigures where the first and second columns correspond to control variables under UPC and BPC, respectively. The positive and negative control actions [u (29) and (35)] are displayed in the first and second rows, respectively. Fig. 8(d) shows that negative control is only slightly engaged by BPC mode to compensate for capacity imbalance. In particular, cells 1 and 2 get some level of negative actuation due to their lower initial dischargeable capacities. Cells 3 and 4 are not negatively actuated as it is not optimal due to their higher resistances. Note that the negative actuation of cells 1 and 2 during driving also reduces after decay of initial SOC imbalance. To better understand the controller working under UPC and BPC modes, all control signal components including the positive voltage control (u 
C. Performance Comparison: Constant Motorway Driving
The simulation results for two driving trips on motorway at constant speed of 80 mi/h are shown in Fig. 10 . It is clear from Fig. 10(b) that, for constant high load current, the UPC mode struggles to achieve simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing during first trip. It is mainly due to one-to-one coupling between average and RMS cell currents under constant loads for UPC mode [see Remark 1 and Fig. 3(c) ]. However, during charging after first driving trip, the UPC is able to improve balancing performance. The reversal of current direction plays the main role in this because cells with higher dischargeable (lower chargeable) capacity and higher resistance can now be used less during charging. Moreover, the decrease in current magnitude during charging is also favorable for SOC balancing due to reduced thermal intensity. Nevertheless, the cells (fairly balanced in SOC by the end of charging phase) start deviating again slightly during next driving trip. On the other hand, the BPC shows good thermal and SOC balancing performance independent of current reversal as shown in third column. It is mainly due to relatively loose coupling between average and RMS cell currents for BPC mode under constant loads [see Remark 1 and Fig. 3(f) ].
The performance statistics are given in Table IV . The BPC balancing performance is quite consistent in terms of mean and standard deviation of balancing errors, but the UPC performance has degraded in this regard relative to that under US06 (compare first four entries of Tables III and IV) . However, the better balancing performance under BPC comes at the cost of two extra switches per module and some extra energy losses (efficiency reduced by 0.42%), which over the long term may reduce battery lifetime. Moreover, the BPC gives significant benefit in SOC balancing particularly during first driving trip, but this benefit is only marginal after start of external charging phase. In addition, the UPC performs significantly better than UDO in terms of all statistics. Therefore, the UPC-based modular battery is still an acceptable solution.
IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the BPC of a modular battery for simultaneous thermal and SOC balancing has been presented. Its balancing performance has been thoroughly compared with UPC mode that was introduced in our earlier study [16] . The BPC mode al lows polarity inversion (so-called negative actuation) of cells in the string but needs a full-bridge converter. The UPC mode does not allow polarity inversion but only needs a half-bridge converter. The averaged model of a switched modular battery has been derived in a general setting, which resulted in the formulation of convex control problems under both modes. The predictive control method employed in these two modes is tailored based on a controller structure proposed in [16] . In this method, the controller is decomposed into two orthogonal components, one for voltage control and the other for balancing control.
The performance comparison between UPC and BPC has been shown particularly for US06 and constant 80-mi/h motorway driving. These driving cycles are more challenging for simultaneous balancing of temperature and SOC due to their aggressive nature (high c-rate) and lower level of load variations compared with stop-and-go urban driving. The results show that BPC gives more consistent balancing performance that is independent of variation in magnitude and direction of load current. This becomes possible due to the feasibility of negative cell actuations, which results in loose coupling between average and RMS values of cell current, giving some extra freedom to control temperature and SOC. It is also noteworthy that the need of negative actuations reduces after initial balancing phase. The balancing performance of UPC during first trip of US06 driving is not as good as BPC. However, looking over full charge/ discharge cycle, there is only a marginal difference in performance. This is due to reversal of current direction during charging phase, which facilitates the cell balancing task for UPC. The performance of UPC degrades to some extent particularly during constant high-speed motor way driving. The performance recovers during subsequent charging phase, but then slightly degrades again during next trip. Therefore, the UPC struggles without variation in current magnitude and results in somewhat higher variance in performance compared with that under BPC.
However, the better balancing performance of BPC comes at the cost of slightly reduced battery efficiency due to extra losses during negative actuation of cells, which increases battery temperature. Although the temperature rise is small, it is better to avoid it because cell aging is exponential in temperature. The BPC mode also needs 2n (n = no. of modules) extra switches, which implies higher cost and semiconductor losses. In addition, the balancing performance of UPC does not degrade drastically if external charging can be provided after each short driving trip, which is possible at least for EV and PHEV applications. Therefore, looking over multiple charge/discharge cycles in such applications, the UPC mode is a more costeffective solution without any significant compromise on balancing performance. The BPC, on the other hand, may show some merit particularly in applications, which require high load current pulses of long duration and have no dedicated external charging as in HEVs. 
APPENDIX
The matrices for model (21a) and (21b) are given by
where A T is a constant lower triangular thermal subsystem matrix, and the coefficients a tij and w ti are thermal circuit parameters for coolant flow from 
